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1. Introduction 
With increasing time of life expectation, problems related to bone loss are one of the major 
causes of disability. Nowadays, the current standard therapy for treating bone atrophy 
consists on bone allografts and autografts (Rajan et al., 2006). Metal implants have also been 
used for the assessment of bone defects. These therapies present some drawbacks, allografts 
and autografts are limited by availability of material, donor site morbidity and also the 
possibility of disease transmission or immune rejection in the case of allografts (Geffre et al., 
2009). In the case of metal implants, a high availability exists and also the risk of 
transmittable diseases from donor to host is eliminated. However, additional surgeries can 
be needed due to complications related with stress shielding, infection or implant failure.  
In the last decades, there has been a growing interest in polymer scaffolds which encourage 
bone regeneration to treat bone defects (Parson, 1985). These scaffolds can be prepared prior 
to or during surgery, can be modified to alter mechanical strength and resorption rate, can 
be created in custom shapes unique to each defect site, and can be produced with highly 
controlled structures (Geffre et al., 2009). 
Polymer scaffolds of different architectures are commonly synthesized with the main 
objective of obtaining effective functional biological responses. Such structures are designed 
to behave as an extracellular matrix where cells organize into a three dimensional 
architecture, stimulating the growth of new tissue (Langer & Vacanti, 1993; Hutmacher 2000; 
Freed et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2001).  
Tissue engineering techniques are focused on the design of scaffolds that match biological 
and physio-chemical properties of the tissue where they are settled. In the case of bone, the 
bone is formed by osteoblasts that migrate from the adjacent original bone and marrow 
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cavities, a mechanism known as osteoconduction. Although this osteointegration is 
mandatory, there are situations (e.g., large defects) where the scaffolds not only are 
designed to provide the template for tissue regeneration but also need to be osteinductive, 
that is, stimulate the migration of undifferentiated cells and induce their differentiation into 
active osteoblasts in order to boost de young bone formation (Oliveira et al., 2009). In order 
to improve the growth stimulating properties of grafting materials, they have been 
combined with growth factors and different cells types with variable results depending on 
the host regenerative capability (Dupraz et al., 1998; Gauthier et al., 2003). 
Several methods have been developed for 3D polymer scaffold synthesis with different 
resultant structure properties regarding network topology, pores shape and density, 
determining their biological and mechanical functional response (Gao et al., 2003; Horbett et 
al., 1985; Zhang & Ma, 1999). The different methods used for scaffolds synthesis define the 
final 3D architecture. The most common techniques for fabric preparation are porogen 
leaching (Mikos et al., 1993; Zhou et al., 2005), fibre templates (Thomson et al., 1995), phase 
separation (Gao et al., 2003), emulsion freeze-drying (Whang et al., 1995), gas foaming 
(Harris et al., 1993), and solid free fabrication (SFF)-rapid prototyping (RP) techniques 
(Moroni et al., 2006). However, the control of these synthesized scaffold characteristics in the 
fabrication process is still the hobbyhorse of this science (Freed et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2001; 
Hajiali et al., 2010). 
The architecture of scaffolds can be evaluated after the fabrication process by different ways. 
Although there are several techniques for scaffold analysis, a reasonable classification is 
based on the destructive or non-destructive nature of the methodology. Destructive 
methods are those in which the sample under analysis is deteriorated and is no longer 
useful to perform more measurements. The compressive stress-strain measurements using a 
load cell are performed experimentally and are an example of destructive methodology. An 
ideal way to evaluate the scaffold 3D structural design after the fabrication process would 
consist on a non-destructive, non-invasive and quantitative technique. In this sense, the use 
of micro-computed tomography (µCT) scanners have allowed for the non-destructive and 
non-invasive examination of scaffolds at a high spatial resolution (Ho & Hutmacher, 2006).  
The use of µCT has also eased the quality control of scaffold fabrication processes, the study 
of scaffold degradation kinetics and the assessment of bone tissue response (van Lenthe et 
al., 2007). Even more, the recent application of advanced image processing algorithms and 
simulation-based computational methods, like the Finite Element (FE) method to micro-
computed tomography (µCT) acquisitions, have allowed for the texture and virtual 
mechanical analysis of different scaffold 3D architectures (Alberich-Bayarri et al., 2009).  
The combination of the FE method with µCT acquisitions (also called µFE) and image 
processing techniques as an alternative instrument for the mechanical properties evaluation 
of synthetic scaffolds is very recommendable. The geometrical fidelity of the corresponding 
structure to be analyzed by FE is a very important issue. This geometrical modelling can be 
obtained with high detail and reliability from µCT scans. The combination of µCT 
reconstructions and FE analysis for scaffolds design has been widely investigated in the 
literature. In this sense, a relevant study characterized porous phosphate glass and 
macroporous calcium phosphate bone cement, initially using µCT to investigate the porosity 
and then through the µFE method for the stress-strain analysis and influence of the cells 
attached to the material (Lacroix et al., 2006). A published work also described a µCT based 
FE modelling of native trabecular bone and bone scaffolds (Jaecques et al., 2004).  
In this chapter, the process for a non-invasive analysis of synthetic polymer scaffolds using 
the µCT acquisition technique in combination with the µFE method is extensively described. 
Some results and examples of the application of the methodology to different scaffold 
architectures are exposed. Finally, the elasticity modulus results obtained in different 
scaffold architecture are compared to the obtained experimentally in the corresponding 
stress-strain essays. 
 
2. Image acquisition and processing 
Polymer scaffold characteristics can be obtained after proper image processing from micro-
computed tomography images (µCT). The µCT technique serves to analyze the inner 3D 
architecture of an object by image analysis. The sample is irradiated with X-rays in a series 
of 2D slices. The radiation attenuates while crossing the slice and arrives at the detectors 
with a reduced energy. Then, the corresponding attenuation coefficients can be calculated. 
These coefficients are directly related to the density of the materials forming the sample. An 
image is finally calculated with pixel intensities scaled by the densities of the materials 
forming the sample (Ho & Hutmacher, 2006). 
The µCT is a scanning system that is much higher in resolution than conventional clinical 
scanners. Clinical tomographic scanners may have resolutions on the order of half a 
millimetre or less. However, µCT scanners permit the acquisition at very high spatial 
resolutions. In concrete, actual µCT scanners allow spatial resolutions of a few micrometers 
down to even nanometers if the proper technology is available. With the significant increase 
in µCT spatial resolution, there is also an associated decrease in imaging field of view. This 
is the reason that explains the limitation and use of these scanners to research areas for the 
analysis of biopsied biological tissue, different materials or small samples. 
 
 Fig. 1. Images acquired using µCT. Polymer topology differences may be appreciated. 
Spherical pores structure was synthesized in scaffolds a), c) and d) while an orthogonal pore 
mesh is shown in b). 
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In the process of scaffold analysis, the first step is the µCT acquisition. In order to explain 
the methodology of processing and analysis with a practical case, scaffolds of different 
synthesized topologies (spherical pores, cylindrical orthogonal pore mesh, salt particles) 
were scanned using a µCT system (SkyScan, Kontich, Belgium). A set of 2D slices covering 
the entire sample were obtained. A very high isotropic spatial resolution of 7µm was 
achieved in acquisition. Representative slices of the µCT images acquired from different 
scaffolds are shown in figure 1. 
Some pre-processing is required after acquisition. First of all, volumes of interest (VOI) are 
extracted semi-automatically from each dataset. The process consists on initially defining a 
squared region of interest (ROI) placed in one of the slices of the dataset, the ROI must be 
inscribed in the circle defined by the cylindrical section of the scaffold (as it can be observed 
in figure 2-a). Then, the ROI is propagated through the rest of the slices, verifying that the 
selected volume exclusively contains inner structural data and not surrounding air. A new 
dataset is created with the segmented region of each slice (figure 2-b). 
After segmentation, structure voxels must be differentiated from pore voxels, that is, images 
must be converted to its binarized form. The thresholding is implemented in a slice by slice 
basis by means of the Otsu’s method (figure 2-c) (Otsu, 1979). As a result, a three-
dimensional (3D) binary matrix representing the segmented volume of polymer under study 
is obtained. 
 
 Fig. 2. In a), example of the definition of the inscribed ROI to be propagated through the rest 
of the slices for the VOI segmentation. In b), new dataset creation with the segmented ROI’s 
for each slice. In c), binary image resulting from the thresholding process applied to the 
segmented dataset. 
 
3. Volumetric reconstruction and meshing 
Once the region under analysis has been binarized, the resulting 3D logical matrix can be 
visualized by a volumetric reconstruction process. An initial smoothing is performed to the 
volume in a 3D routine and then, the marching cubes algorithm (Lorensen & Cline, 1987) is 
applied in order to obtain a volumetric reconstruction of the scaffold structure, as it can be 
seen in figure 3 for the different scaffold topology. 
In order to build the µFE mesh from the volumetric data of the 3D binary matrix, the voxels 
corresponding to polymer must be converted to very small structural elements with certain 
coordinates and dimensions. There are different types of elements for FE volumetric 
modelling, like tetrahedrons or hexahedrons. In our case, the element used to form the mesh 
is an eight-noded hexahedron, also called ‘brick’ element. However, the meshing process is 
not trivial and it supposes a high computational cost. To convert the volumetric 
reconstructions to a µFE mesh, a fast voxel mesher specially designed for this application is 
applied (Alberich-Bayarri et al., 2007). The meshed scaffolds have a mean number of 
3000000 nodes and 1400000 elements, approximately.  
After both nodes and elements lists are defined, they must be converted to a format that can 
be interpreted by common FE simulation software, like ANSYS (Ansys Inc., Southpointe, 
PA, USA) or ABAQUS (Simulia, Providence, RI, USA). To do that, a specially designed 
routine translates the raw data into standardized *.ans, for ANSYS or *.inp for ABAQUS FE 
analysis software. 
 Fig. 3. 3D reconstructions of the different scaffolds after segmentation and thresholding. 
Same topologies distribution than in figure 1. Spherical pores in a), c) and d); orthogonal 
pore mesh in b). 
 
Finally, the mesh can be loaded in the corresponding FE analysis platform (figure 4). 
 
 Fig. 4. µFE meshes corresponding to pore based (a) and fiber based (b) polymer scaffolds. 
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 Fig. 4. µFE meshes corresponding to pore based (a) and fiber based (b) polymer scaffolds. 
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4. FE model definition 
Once the mesh is loaded, the model has to be defined by the specification of the material 
properties, the boundary conditions and the specific essay to be simulated. Regarding the 
material properties, each element is assigned linear elastic isotropic properties consisting of 
a bulk elasticity modulus of Eb=1MPa and a Poisson’s ratio v=0.3.  
The aim of the process is to simulate a compressive stress-strain test of the scaffold. To 
specify this situation, first, boundary conditions must be defined. A null displacement in the 
three directions of space is imposed on nodes from one side of the sample. Thus, this side 
remains fixed when any load is applied to the structure. After definition of boundary 
conditions, the situation required to simulate compression needs to be specified. Thus, a 
deformation of 10% of the scaffold edge length is imposed on nodes from the opposite side. 
 
5. Simulation and results calculation 
Simulations of the generated µFE models are performed by the application of the 
generalized structural mechanics theory (Zienkiewicz et al., 2006) to the system of equations 
defined by the previously imposed conditions. The mathematical steps for the solution 
calculation are widely explained in chapter “Finite Element Modeling for a Morphometric and 
Mechanical Characterization of Trabecular Bone from High Resolution Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging” of this book.  
In practice, the solution is calculated in efficient software platforms specially designed for 
large array processing. The identification of one element to each voxel supposes a high 
computational burden, especially when the number of nodes tends to be greater than 1x106, 
due to the large stiffness matrices to be assembled and the significant increase in the degrees 
of freedom. There are three degrees of freedom per node and each element has 8 nodes (24 
equations per element). Different methods may be used for solving these large systems of 
differential equations. In our case, as mentioned in chapter about FE analysis of trabecular 
bone of this book, for trabecular bone simulations, systems are solved by Gaussian 
elimination using a standard sparse solver. All the nodal forces and displacements of the 
structure are obtained and the nodal stresses and strains can be calculated. In addition, the 
elastic modulus of the porous structure (E) can be efficiently estimated by the 
homogenization theory approximation, based on linear elastic behaviour and small 
deformations theory (Hollister et al., 1991; Hollister & Kikuchi, 1992). 
The different solutions can be represented in a parametric 3D reconstruction in order to 
graphically evaluate regions with certain mechanical conditions. If a compressive essay is 
simulated in the different scaffolds shown in figures 1 and 2, it is observed that the normal 
stress distributions are not similar between the different architectures. In this sense, Figure 
5a-c shows that the scaffolds with spherical pores have a uniform stress distribution and 
pores do not act as stress concentrators as it would happen if only one of spherical pore 
were surrounded by the scaffolding material (Alberich-Bayarri et al., 2009). However, stress 
tends to concentrate around the channels of the scaffold with crossed fibers, as it can be 
observed in figure 5b. This could be explained by the inherent anisotropy of the scaffold and 
by the lower porosity in comparison to spherical pores scaffolds. 
 
 Fig. 5. Distribution of normal stresses. Same topologies distribution than in figures 1 and 2. 
Spherical pores in a), c) and d); orthogonal pore mesh in b). 
 
Results can be quantitatively compared between different architectures. Table 1 shows the 
stresses and Young’s modulus obtained with µFE. It can be observed that the scaffold based 
on crossed channels (which corresponds to Figure 5-b) shows a high maximum stress and 
apparent Young’s modulus in comparison to other topologies. 
 
 PLLA 
(salt particles) 
PMMA 
(sphere porogens) Fiber templates 
SMAX [MPa] 0,82 0,83 1,02 
Eapp [kPa] 2.53 19.99 152.44 
Table 1. Maximum stresses and apparent Young’s modulus obtained for three different 
scaffold architectures (Poly-L-Lactide Acid, PLLA; Poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA; fiber 
templates). 
 
If the results obtained for the apparent Young’s modulus parameter are compared to 
structure porosity, that can be directly calculated from the 3D reconstructions, it is 
appreciated that a dependence of the normalized modulus (to the bulk) with the square of 
porosity exists. Both the experimental measurements and the µFE results are well correlated 
with the proposed exponential dependence for the compressive modulus on porosity 
(Gibson & Ashby,2001), as it can be observed in figure 6. 
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Where ρ and ρb are the apparent density of the scaffold and bulk density of the constituting 
material, respectively. 
 Fig. 6. Relationship (r2=0.92) between normalized Young’s modulus and the square of 
porosity in four different PMMA scaffolds analyzed. 
 
The existence of a general relationship (in the elastic regime) between the modulus and 
porosity is evidenced with the analysis of these results. This has been also suggested in 
previous works in which interconnected spherical pores of different sizes and 
interconnected throats have been investigated (Diego et al., 2007). Even more, a similar 
behaviour was observed for Young’s modulus analysis of trabecular bone in a population of 
healthy patients (Alberich-Bayarri et al., 2008; Gibson & Ashby, 2001). 
 
6. Validation with experimental measurements 
The µFE simulations and measurements are performed in a non-destructive way, that is, 
mechanical properties are extracted without compromising the structure to real mechanical 
loads. Although the FE methods have been widely extended and are essential in any engineering 
process because of their accuracy and reliability, the last affirmation is relatively ambitious and 
the indirect measurements performed by FE method need to be validated with the standard 
reference technique, that is, with experimental compression stress-strain measurements. This 
technique performs a continuous sampling of the stress-strain relationship during the essay to 
obtain curves showing the mechanical behaviour of the specimen being analyzed. An example of 
a real stress-strain curve can be observed in figure 7. 
 
 Fig. 7. Experimental stress–strain curve of a scaffold with interconnected spherical pores. 
The letters on the curve are related to different mechanical features. Briefly: (a) contact 
region between the sample and the device; (b) the linear elastic region (the elastic modulus 
was calculated from the slope of the dotted line); (c) buckling  phenomenon leading to the 
so-called plateau; and (d) final collapse of the structure increasing the compressive modulus. 
(Adapted from Alberich-Bayarri et al., 2009). 
 
In order to evaluate the measurements of scaffolds Young’s modulus, the measurements 
performed in two different scaffolds topologies (interconnected spherical pores, crossed 
fibers) using both µFE and experimental techniques were compared. Experimental 
compression stress-strain measurements were performed on a Microtest system with a load 
cell of 15N. The samples consisted on cylinders with an approximated radius of 5mm and 
3mm height. The initial range of strains (0–0.1) was underestimated due to the non-
conformity of the contact between the machine plate and the specimen. Thus, the 
experimental compressive modulus of the scaffold was not easy to measure. The test was 
carried out until microstructure was completely collapsed. Finally, the compressive 
modulus was determined from the initial linear slope of the curve after full contact between 
plate and specimen was ensured. 
In figure 8, the mentioned dependence of the normalized modulus (to the bulk) as a 
function of the square of porosity can be observed. The µFE and the experimental results can 
be also compared. Both methods are accomplishing the proposed exponential relationship 
between the compressive modulus and scaffold porosity. The effectiveness of the µFE 
method used for the calculation of mechanical characteristics is demonstrated. The obtained 
values of elasticity modulus by the µFE method are well related to those obtained 
experimentally. The agreement between the experimental results and the µFE simulations 
supports the feasibility of the technique as a tool for scaffold design and non-invasive 
analysis on real fabricated scaffolds before physical experiments are planned.  
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 Fig. 8. µFE calculated (black dots) and experimentally measured normalized (to the bulk Eb) 
moduli for the different structures: (squares) constructs with spherical pores, (diamonds) 
construct with orthogonal cylindrical pores, (delta) construct based on salt particles. 
Additional points (circle) from (Diego et al. 2007) have been included so as to reinforce the 
universality of the relationship between the (reduced) elastic modulus and porosity. 
(Adapted from Alberich-Bayarri et al., 2009). 
 
7. Conclusions and future challenges 
During the last decades, treatment of bone defects has been directed to the research in 
polymer scaffolds of different architectures. Scaffolds play a key role in bone regeneration 
and the design of their 3D architecture is crucial to develop their function. 
The use of high spatial resolution acquisitions from µCT scanners in combination with 
advanced image processing methods represent a powerful tool to develop a structural and 
mechanical characterization of the synthesized polymer scaffolds and evaluate the 
achievement of the desired properties at the manufacture stage.  
The algorithms employed for the image analysis and fast meshing processes allows for the 
detailed numerical simulations of the mechanical properties at a micro scale level, also 
called µFE. These simulations suppose a high computational burden that can be optimized 
by proper µFE model definition. µFE results obtained for the apparent Young’s modulus are 
highly close to the experimental results. 
All the simulations performed in the synthesized scaffolds using the µFE method have been 
done in the linear behaviour domain. However, in future it would be of high interest to 
improve in the knowledge of the non-linear behaviour of the scaffolds when strong 
compressive conditions are considered and buckling processes begin. 
Also, the analysis of the scaffolds using µCT combined with µFE before and after cell 
seeding would help to evaluate the non-invasive method proposed as a reliable way to 
quantify the levels of new tissue deposition in the scaffold. 
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